
 
 

 
2017 Tournament Rules 

 

 
Player Eligibility – Recreation Level Teams 

1. The player Age Groups are as follows: 7-8 (boys/girls), 9-10 (boys/girls), 11-12 (boys/girls), 13-14 (boys), 15-
18 (boys), and 13-18 (girls).  Player Eligibility is based on their age as of September 1st of the previous 
calendar year.  Players are permitted to “play up” in any Age Group their respective Association deems 
appropriate for that player’s skill level.  No player may participate on more than one team for their 
Association or merged Associations for the current GRABB Tournament season.  Girls may play on a Boys 
team if there is not a Girls team participating for their respective Age Group registered by their local 
Association or merged Association.  However, Boys may not play on any Girls teams.  All participating Players 
must be currently enrolled in Elementary School, Middle School, High School, or verifiable Home Schooling.  
No existing or current College or University Students are eligible for the GRABB Tournament.  The GRABB 
Board reserves the right to amend Age Groups as deemed necessary for fair and competitive play. 

 
2. No player shall have played in more than two (2) Travel, AAU, YBOA, or equivalent higher skill level 

tournaments during the previous three (3) month period leading up to the official start of the current GRABB 
Tournament.  No current playing year Gwinnett Basketball League (GBL), Middle School, High School Players 
or College Players are eligible to participate in the GRABB Tournament.   

 
3. All Players must have played in at least 75% of the recreational league games offered in their respective 

Associations.  All final player eligibility will be determined by the GRABB Board.   
 

4. Any two member Associations that are in good standing with GRABB may join Associations for the purposes 
of forming All Star teams for competitive play, either independently or jointly, at all Age Groups provided 
those teams qualify based on the below criteria:  
 

For any Boys teams to merge, the two joined Associations shall have 300 or less players registered 
for their respective leagues during regular season play.   
 
For any Girls teams to merge there shall not be any registered player cap to be placed upon either of 
the two joined Associations.  If two Associations merge for the current GRABB Tournament, they are 
not permitted to join with any other qualifying Association for that current playing year.  All mergers 
between Associations must be presented in writing to GRABB and are subject to the GRABB Board 
approval.   
 
** The GRABB Board reserves the right to allow up to a 10% increase in regular season Boys 
registrations to allow said mergers to work.  The merge option is to be used to create any teams that 
would not normally work for each Association; the merge option is not intended to create stacked all 
star teams.  The GRABB Board reserves the right to allow or disallow mergers depending on specific 
circumstances presented. 
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5. GRABB reserves the right to reject the registration of any Player or Coach, who may be of cause for concern 

regarding the preparation and operations of the current GRABB Tournament. 
 

6. All participating Associations must notify, in writing, the GRABB Board the number of teams that they will be 
registering in the Tournament by Age Group, three (3) weeks prior to the beginning of the Tournament.  Each 
registered team must be paid for in full ($400.00 per registered team) and certified not less than 10 (ten) 
calendar days prior to their first game of the Tournament.  The GRABB Board will work with individual teams 
on a case by case basis provided the teams contact GRABB directly regarding their specific registration issues.  
There will not be any certification of teams, Players, or Coaches at the Host locations.  All scheduled games 
will be forfeited by the teams failing to comply with this requirement. 

 
7. If a team violates the Player Eligibility rules, then the violating team will forfeit all games that it participated 

in using the illegal player(s) where the Player Eligibility rule was violated.  A forfeited game (due to the 
ineligibility of a player or Players) will result in the winning team receiving a score of the maximum point 
differential permitted by the playing rules and the violating team receiving a score of zero (0). 

 
 

 
Player Eligibility – OPEN Level Teams 

1. The player Divisions are based on the current grade levels in their respective schools.  The following grade 
based player Divisions are as follows:  4th Grade, 5th Grade, 6th Grade, 7th Grade, 8th Grade, and High School.  
All participating Players must be currently enrolled in Elementary School, Middle School, High School, or 
verifiable Home Schooling.  The OPEN Level Teams are meant to attract former and current GBL, Middle 
School, or High School Age players who play at a level in excess of recreational basketball, and also for those 
players who formerly or currently are playing AAU, YBOA, or other advanced level travel league basketball.  
No existing or current College or University Students are eligible for the GRABB Tournament.   

 
** Due to varying levels of interest in the OPEN Level, GRABB reserves the right to move any team UP or 
DOWN one grade level for the purpose of creating quality game matchups. 
 
** All players must provide proof of eligibility to GRABB in the form of current school registration or grades 
specifically listing the SCHOOL NAME and GRADE LEVEL on said documentation.  Additionally, a copy of the 
birth certificate must be available for review by GRABB.  Each Head Coach shall keep the players grade 
information and birth certificate or alternate identification, and provide to any GRABB official upon request. 

 
2. GRABB reserves the right to reject the registration of any Player or Coach, who may be of cause for concern 

regarding the preparation and operations of the current GRABB Tournament. 
 

3. If a team violates the Player Eligibility rules, then the violating team will forfeit all games that it participated 
in using the illegal player(s) where the Player Eligibility rule was violated.  A forfeited game (due to the 
ineligibility of a player or Players) will result in the winning team receiving a score of the maximum point 
differential permitted by the playing rules and the violating team receiving a score of zero (0). 

 
 

 
Team Responsibility 

1. All teams must wear appropriate basketball attire, including the use of a two color jersey (either reversible or 
separates) utilizing a lighter color of its uniform for HOME, and a darker color of its uniform for VISITOR.  All 
jerseys must have permanent numbers on both the front and back, if numbers are not present on both the 
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front and back of the jersey.  GRABB shall have the final determination on the uniform appropriateness of all 
participating teams.  All legal uniform numbers shall conform to the current International playing rules, 
therefore, allowing any jersey number from 0 to 99.  Any illegal jersey on any participating player(s) on a 
given team will result in a single administrative technical foul.  Should a team have an illegal jersey(s), it 
should be brought to the attention of the game referees at the beginning of the game so the appropriate 
penalties are assessed and the game can move on without further incident concerning a uniform issue for 
said offending team. 

 
2. Only shorts without pockets, zippers, or belt loops will be permitted.  Any player not conforming will be 

required to either change shorts to the correct one or be removed from the game until the correct shorts are 
being worn. 

 
3. If the player desires to wear an undershirt under their game jersey, the undershirt shall be the one of the 

predominant colors of the team’s uniform, and everyone on the team must wear the same color or shade of 
undershirt.  A mixture of undershirts will not be permitted and those not wearing the designated team color 
will be required to remove and replace, if an undershirt is desired to be worn.  Please understand that 
undershirts are not part of the required team uniform and are an accessory items that needs to match as 
closely as possible with the chosen shirt of the team.  There are no administrative technical fouls issued for 
undershirt violations, only the removal of the player from the game until the undershirt is either matched to 
the other players or removed from wearing during that current game. 

 
4. All shirt tails shall be tucked inside the shorts at all times. 

 
5. No jewelry (such as watches, bracelets, rings, earrings, plastic wrist bands, rubber bands, magnetic bracelets, 

necklaces, etc) or any other distracting or disruptive object (such as casts, non-orthodontic braces, etc) shall 
be worn.  Applying tape over an earring shall not be permitted, all earrings shall be removed if the player 
desires to enter the game.  Should there be a question about an item being used by the participants, the 
Tournament Director or GRABB official present will have the final determination.  Athletic head bands and 
athletic wrist bands for the purpose of wicking sweat shall be permitted for GRABB play. 

 
6. Players, Coaches, or anyone else on the basketball court shall wear appropriate shoes with non-marking 

soles. 
 

7. A team roster AND starting line-up must be submitted five (5) minutes prior to the start of each game by the 
participating teams.  Not adhering to this rule could result in an Administrative Technical Foul being assessed 
to the offending team if the game is delayed beyond the published starting time or the stated starting time 
by the Tournament Director. 

 
8. NO Tournament Director can be a Head Coach within the tournament in which they are directing.  However, 

it is acceptable to be an Assistant Coach.  GRABB Board Members are permitted to either be a Head Coach or 
an Assistant Coach during the GRABB Tournament provided they are not the designated Tournament 
Director. 

 
 

 
Playing Rules 

1. All games shall be played in accordance with the current National Federation playing rules, unless conflicts 
are specifically defined in the Tournament Rules published by the current GRABB rules.  GRABB rules will take 
precedent in circumstances where conflicts are present. 
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2. For all Age Groups, there will be a Pool Play format consisting of a minimum of three (3) games followed by a 
seeded Single Elimination bracket to determine the tournament champions.  For all Age Groups greater than 
sixteen (16) teams, GRABB reserves the right to create a Gold and Silver level bracket for the Single 
Elimination games to ensure better competition among the competing teams.  The GRABB Board will make 
all final determinations regarding the tournament format.  GRABB will provide the bracket formats, and 
tournament seedings to all Host Associations.  The Host Associations will work with GRABB to assign the 
actual game times based on their gym availability dates and times. 

 
3. Each game will consist of two (2) halves of twenty (20) minutes each for all age groupings and the clock will 

remain running, stopping only for time outs, AND will stop the last one (1) minute of each half on all whistles.  
Should overtime be necessary to complete a game, the first overtime period will be two (2) minutes of stop 
clock play, stopping on all whistles, free throws and time outs.  Any additional overtime periods will be one 
(1) minute each following the same format of stop clock play.  Play will continue until a winner is determined. 

 
4. Each team will have five (5) time outs per game, consisting of two (2) thirty second timeouts, and three (3) 

sixty second timeouts.  There will be one (1) additional sixty (60) second time out granted to each team for 
every overtime period necessary.  The carryover of any unused time outs is permitted for each team during 
both halves of the game and any overtime periods necessary. 

 
5. There shall be sixty (60) seconds between quarters and three (3) minutes between halves, if time is 

permitting.  GRABB and the Tournament Director have the ability to reduce this time, if necessary, due to 
games running longer than previously scheduled. 

 
6. All teams must be ready to play within five (5) minutes of their published game times.  There will be only one 

(1) ten (10) minute grace period extended for teams to arrive, if a participating is not on the court ready to 
play or cannot field an appropriate team, then a forfeit will occur for the violating team. 

 
7. Team warm-ups on the court will be no more than five (5) minutes total once the previous teams have exited 

their respective team benches. 
 

8. Team rosters shall consist of no more than twelve (12) players.  A maximum of three (3) Coaches are allowed 
for each team.  Only the team’s players and designated Coaches shall be permitted to sit on the team bench 
during games.  Only the designated Head Coach may stand during the game for coaching purposes.  The 
Head Coach cannot designate his standing authority to any designated Assistant Coach unless the Head 
Coach has been removed from the game or is not in attendance for the game. 

 
9. A team shall start and play the entire game with a minimum of four (4) players, once the ten minute grace 

period has expired.  In the event that one or more of the players foul out or become injured and have to 
leave the game, the game will continue with less than four (4) players with only the remaining eligible players 
participating in that game. 

 
10. All substitutions MUST be made though the official score keeper and recognized by the referee. 

 
11. Age Specific Playing Rules: 

  
• Ball Size for Recreation Games:  A 27.5 ball shall be used for the 7-8 Girls.  A 28.5 ball shall be used 

for the 7-8 Boys, 9-10 Boys & Girls, 11-12 Girls, and 13-18 Girls.  A 29.5 ball shall be used for the 11-
12 Boys, 13-14 Boys, and 15-18 Boys. 
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• Ball Sizes for OPEN Level Games:  A 28.5 ball shall be used for all grade based teams of 6th grade and 
under.  A 29.5 ball shall be used for all grade based teams of 7th grade and older. 

 
• Goal Height shall be 8.5 feet for the 7-8 Girls only, 9 feet for the 7-8 Boys only.  All other Age Groups 

and Grade based teams will use a 10 foot goal height. 
 

• Free Throw Line shall be 12 feet for the 7-8 Boys and Girls (there shall be clearly defined markings 
placed on the floor for the 7-8 year olds by the Host Associations).  All other Age Groups and Grade 
based teams will use the standard 15 foot free throw line. 
 

• 3 Point Line will be used for all Age Groups. 
 

• Lane Violations will be 3 seconds for all Age Groupings and Grade based teams.  For the 7-8 Boys and 
Girls, the Lane Violations are only applicable from the designated 12 foot Free Throw line to the base 
line as defined by the current International Playing rules. 

 
• Backcourt Pressing is permitted for all Age Groups and Grade based teams the entire game with the 

exception of the 7-8 year olds (Boys and Girls).  The 7-8 year olds are only permitted to Backcourt 
Press during the last two (2) minutes of the SECOND HALF, and during the entire duration of any 
overtime periods. 

 
12. If any team is leading by twenty (20) points or more, then a RUNNING CLOCK will be utilized with NO 

Backcourt Pressing allowed by the team who is leading the game.  If the lead is reduced to fifteen (15) points 
or less, then the game will resume as normal described in Play Rules #3.  During any RUNNING CLOCK portion 
of the game caused by a team winning by 20 points or more and until the score is reduced to 15 points or 
less, the only time the game clock will stop is during timeouts.  The RUNNING CLOCK will continue to run 
during all Free Throws. 

 
 

 
Protests 

1. The Protest Committee for each Host Site shall consist of the Host Tournament Director, a GRABB Board 
member, and the head of the respective Officiating Association providing officials for the respective Host 
Site. 

 
2. All protests must be submitted in writing within thirty (30) minutes of the game in question completion to a 

member of the Protest Committee or their respective designee.  Only protests involving rules and regulations 
will be considered.  The Protest Committee will act upon all properly submitted protests within twenty-four 
(24) hours. 
 

3. A fifty dollar ($50.00) cash fee MUST be paid to the Protest Committee within the designated time allotment.  
This fee will be refunded if the protest is upheld by the Protest Committee.  Should the protest by denied, 
then the fees paid will be deposited into the GRABB operating account. 

 
4. For any protest to be considered, all parts of this rule must be strictly adhered to by all parties involved. 
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Technical Fouls and Ejections 

1. All Technical Fouls and Ejections must be reported to the GRABB Board via email or phone call with six (6) 
hours of the incident by the Tournament Director for the Host Association or its designee.  The GRABB Board 
contact information is listed at the end of this document. 

 
2. For all Ejections, the Referees that are working the game must complete an Ejection Report and provide to 

the Tournament Director providing specific details regarding the nature of the Ejection. 
 

3. If a Coach or Player is ejected from the game, the ejected party shall be immediately suspended from 
participating in the next scheduled game for its team.  Should the ejected party participate in any manner 
other than in a spectator capacity utilizing the General Conduct Rules, then the violating team will 
immediately forfeit the game. 

 
4. If a Coach or Player is ejected from two (2) games, they shall be banned for the remainder of the tournament 

from participating in any capacity as a Spectator, Coach, or Player.  If a banned participant attempts to 
participate in any manner, its team will forfeit all games associated due to said participation. 

 
5. All technical Fouls and Ejections shall be recorded in the official score book by the designated scorekeepers. 

 
 

 
General Conduct Rules 

1. Everyone involved with the GRABB Tournament must abide by the Code of Conduct as established in the 
By-Laws. 

 
2. There shall be NO smoking or use of any tobacco products in the gyms or immediately outside the gym 

entrances. 
 

3. NO food or drinks shall be allowed in the gyms, except for bottles of water for the Players and Coaches.  
Any post game drinks or snacks for the Teams must be provided outside of the gym in an area designated 
by the Host Association. 

 
4. Rowdy behavior, profane language, intentional physical battery/abuse, or displays of unsportsmanlike 

conduct will NOT be tolerated from any Coach, Player, Parent, or Fan.  The Referees and the GRABB 
Tournament Directors have the authority to suspend, terminate, or forfeit any games due to any abusive 
or unsportsmanlike conduct issues.  Individual violators may be asked to leave the premises. 

 
5. NO player or spectator random basketballs will be allowed in the gyms during games, other than the 

official GAME balls provided by the Host Association, or the TEAM balls brought by the Coach to be used 
for warm-ups.  No dribbling of basketballs is allowed unless it’s directly related to the games being 
played or for the warm-ups for the game to be played next. 

 
6. NO practice shooting/playing by anyone is permitted other than the teams that are playing the current 

contest.  Any violators of this rule may be asked to leave the gym. 
 

7. Anyone approaching a Referee after a game, including Coaches, Players, or Fans could be subject to 
expulsion for the remainder of the tournament. 
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Scheduling 

1. All game schedules, seeding, and tournament brackets are established by GRABB.  No game(s) may be 
changed without prior consent of the GRABB Board. 

 
2. All games shall be cancelled due to any school closings or inclement weather.  GRABB will reschedule said 

game(s) at the earliest times available. 
 

3. Games will be spaced out not more than 1 hour, whenever possible.  All games times are subject to the 
GRABB Board approval. 

 
4. Tie Breaker Rules for determining Single Elimination Seeding, after the completion of all Pool Play games, the 

teams will seeded into the a Single Elimination bracket(s) according to their performance within the 
respective pool(s).  Any ties between teams will be broken using the following tie-breaker guidelines in the 
priority of importance as listed below: 

 
a. Overall record 
b. Head to head record 
c. Points allowed 
d. Point differential 
e. Coin Flip 

 
 

 
Miscellaneous 

1. GRABB has the authority to establish a Gate Charge, if deemed necessary by the GRABB.  At a minimum there 
will be a Gate Charge for all Final Four and Championship Level Games scheduled by GRABB.  There will NOT 
be any fees charged for Coaches, Players, Scorekeepers, GRABB personnel and Host Association personnel. 

 
2. A neutral Scorekeeper and Clock Operator (both of which shall be at least 14 years old) shall be provided by 

the Host Association. 
 

3. GRABB will make all attempts to have two (2) Referees present at every game, but games will begin as 
scheduled if only one (1) Referee is available. 

 
 

 
Host Association Responsibility 

1. To be eligible to host games for the current GRABB Tournament, your Association must be in good financial 
standing with your respective Community Schools for the current basketball playing season. 

 
2. Each Host Association will be required to submit a current Certificate of Insurance to the GRABB Board by 

Monday February 6, 2017 that lists all of the Associations coverage limits and Gwinnett Recreational All-Star 
Basketball (“GRABB”) as additionally insured. 
 

3. Reserve the best gyms available within your Association’s school cluster.  Confirm these locations with the 
Board Members of your Association.  Determine the specific venues of the games and the dates/times that 
the Teams can play within.  Notify the GRABB Board by emailing Eric Johansen at eric@inlandllc.com no later 
than by Friday January 13, 2017. 

mailto:eric@inlandllc.com�
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4. Maintain the playing venues during the entire tournament.  Be sure the doors are open for the games thirty 

(30) minutes prior to the start of the first scheduled games for the day, clean the floors regularly, provide a 
working scoreboard visible to the fans and players, and provide operable restroom facilities for the 
participants and fans.  

 
5. Reimbursement of Fees – Each GRABB Tournament Host Association will be reimbursed $90.00 per game 

per court used during the GRABB Tournament.  These are the only fees to be paid to the Host Association by 
GRABB.  All Host Associations must submit a legible invoice for its direct reimbursement costs to the GRABB 
Treasurer at the conclusion of your Host Tournament games.  GRABB will pay the Host Association within 
thirty (30) calendar days of the conclusion of the current GRABB Tournament.  GRABB will not reimburse the 
GRABB Final Four or Championship Game Host facility, however, they will be allowed to charge a Gate Fee of 
$5.00 per Adult and $3.00 per Child (children ages 6 and under are free).  Each GRABB Tournament Host 
Association is permitted to sell concessions, souvenirs, or other items at their as they deem fit, and will be 
entitled to retain all funds from the sale of said items. 
 

6. Have a current set of rules, both GRABB and National Federation Playing Rules, at the score table(s) during all 
tournament games.  These rules are to be made available to the Referees, Scorekeepers, Tournament 
Director or designee, GRABB officials, Coaches, Players, and Parents to review upon request. 
 

7. Provide an appropriate sized Game Ball for each court your Association is Hosting GRABB Tournament games.  
The Game Balls must be a regulation full grain leather basketball that meets the standards of the 
International Playing rules.  See the current GRABB Tournament Rules for specific ball sizes for each Age 
Group.  If the provided game ball is not acceptable to BOTH coaches, then the coaches have the right to 
mutually agree on a desired game ball and deliver to the referees, provided it does not delay the start of the 
game. 

 
8. Provide a visible Tournament Director or designee at all venues.  An identifiable GRABB shirt will be provided 

to each Host Association for the Tournament Directors that will help identify the GRABB official for the 
Coaches, Players, and Fans.  Ensure that each team participating at your venue has the appropriate contact 
information for the Tournament Director or its designee. 
 

9. Email the final scores of the games played at your gyms at the conclusion of each day of play to Eric Johansen 
at eric@inlandllc.com and post the scores to the QuickScores website at www.grabb.org, logins and 
passwords will be established for each Host Association to access the website.  It will be the sole 
responsibility of each Host Association to post scores daily. 

 
10. Report to the GRABB Board on the Incident Report Forms provided any Technical or Ejections within the 

Guidelines established in the current Tournament Rules. 

 

 
Coaches Responsibility 

1. Submit the player affidavits and birth certificates to GRABB ten (10) calendar days prior to its first scheduled 
tournament game.  State issued Drivers Licenses and Passports are acceptable alternatives should a birth 

mailto:eric@inlandllc.com�
http://www.grabb.org/�
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certificate not be available.  All Coaches shall maintain these records for the duration of the Tournament and 
have readily available access to them if requested by a GRABB official.  Coaches who are coaching an OPEN 
Level team will be required to provide a current grade report complete with the players name and current 
school name on said documentation. 

 
2. Have your team ready to play in an appropriate Uniform.  Home Teams are lighter color jerseys, and Visitors 

are darker color jerseys.  If there is a problem with jerseys, it will be up to the Tournament Director to make 
the final determination as to what color each team will wear. 

 
3. ALL Coaches (Head Coach and Assistant Coaches) are encouraged to wear a shirt or pullover that represents 

their team and local association.  This is a requirement for the 2017 GRABB Tournament, however, its 
encouraged to help all parties differentiate the Coaches from the spectators in the event of an emergency, as 
well as, promoting team unity.  No coach, either head coach or assistant coach, may wear any hats while 
coaching their respective teams. 

 
3. Ensure that your teams are warmed up and ready to play at the scheduled game time. 

 
4. Adhere to the General Conduct Rules and Code of Conduct for GRABB. 

 
5. Demonstrate good sportsmanship. 

 
6. Ensure ALL team members, parents, and team spectators exhibit appropriate behavior at all times. 

 
7. A team roster AND designated starting line-up MUST be submitted to the Scorekeeper five (5) minutes prior 

to each game.  Not adhering to this rule could result in an Administrative Technical Foul being assessed to the 
offending team if the game is delayed beyond the published starting time or the stated starting time by the 
Tournament Director. 

 
8. Remain at the gym until ALL of your Players have been picked up. 

 
 

 
Referee Responsibility 

1. Manage ALL games in a professional manner.  Hustle at all times and display good sportsmanship as all eyes 
are watching.  Be approachable to all Coaches who address you in the correct professional manner.  Treat the 
Coaches and Players in the same manner that you expect them to treat you. 

 
2. Dress in the appropriate referee uniform for your respective association while working games for GRABB.  

This include a vertically striped white/black shirt or other approved referee shirt that is tucked in, solid black 
pants (no gym pants or warm up pants) or solid black shorts (no stripes) 40 whistles or equivalent (no pea 
whistles), and black court shoes.  All officials working said game must match with respect to their referee 
shirts. 

 
3. No fraternization with the Teams, Parents, or Spectators while working the games. 
 
4. Allow each team to have their full time outs.  Provide the appropriate warnings to them when the time is 

approaching for the Time Out to end. 
 
5. Adhere to the proper mechanics for the working two-man, and three-man Referee systems.  Rotate positions 

accordingly after all shooting fouls, at a minimum. 
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6. Explain infractions to the Coaches, and Players when it is obvious they do not understand the call. 

 
7. Report ALL Technical Fouls, Ejections, Forfeits, or Crowd Control issues to the Tournament Director and 

GRABB Board within six (6) hours of the incident.  All reports MUST be in writing providing specific details 
about the incident and the actions taken by the Referees on the supplied Incident Report forms.  Be available 
if there is the need for additional information from GRABB depending on the nature of the incident. 

 
8. Enforce all International Playing Rules, and enforce all GRABB specific rules as detailed in this document. 

 
9. Referees are required to change clothes, if necessary, in the appropriate restroom facilities or locker room as 

designated by the Tournament Director behind closed doors and out of sight from the general public. 
 

10. Referees are asked to leave the game as soon as practical after their assigned games have concluded. 
 
 
 

 
GRABB Board Contacts for Technical Fouls, Ejections and Incident Reports 

Eric Johansen – President 
(678) 571-4843 cell 
(404) 355-6760 fax 
eric@inlandllc.com 

mailto:eric@inlandllc.com�

